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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

1.  Digital neon with 4040 RGB SMD
2.   Adopt high quality components and special circuit design for reliable performance
3.  Unique extrusion process and electronic design can be bended in horizontal way
4.  Excellent flexibility for proper bending and easy modeling
5.  To achieve rich light changes like chasing,running and water ripple effects with controller
6.  Excellent weather and corrosion resistance
7.  10 pixels (6LEDS/pixel) per meter to give great neon linear effect

Landscape lighting, building outline, steps, bridges, yards, roads, etc.

by clips

4040 24V 196° 3YearsIP68

Features

Application

Installation
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

Model No. Light Color Color Temperature/
Wavelength(K/nm)

Luminous Flux
(lm/m)

Efficacy
(lm/W)

Voltage
(DC V) 

ZNSR4-10

RGB

R

G

B
196°

60

21

33

8
--

4.6 13.0

3.2 6.3

10000-25000

620-625

520-525

465-470

5.1 6.2

1.2 6.1
24

Beam 
Angle Ra Power

(W/m)

NOTE:
Test environment temperature : 25±2°C.
The above data is typical values. The actual data of each single product may differ from the typical values. The data is subject to change without notice.
Different color temperature will make luminous flux different.
The RGB data here is tested with three lights on and under control.
The RGB data here is tested in accordance with a certain state of the controller SP105E, so the power of RGB is not equal to the sum of three single light.
Power tolerance within ±10%.

Model No.

ZNSR4-10 60 10000*12*15 10 100

 LED Quantity
(pcs/m)

Product Size
L*W*H(mm)

Max Run(Single 
Feed)(m)

Min Cuttable 
Length(mm)

Working 
Temperature

Storage 
Temperature

-20~+60 -20~+70

Specification

Other Parameters

Sectional view  Bending Diameter  mm[inch]

Light Surface

10

12

25
15.5
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

Working Length vs. Recommended Power Supply

Working Length
(m)Model No.

1

5

10

0.54

2.7

5.4

24

20

80

150

10.0

64.8

129.6

Single Feed

Single Feed

Single Feed

Rated Current
(A)

Rated Voltage
(DC V)

Rated Power
(W)

Power Supply 
Mode

Recommended Power 
Supply(W)

ZNSR4-10

Profile Drawings 
Unit:mm
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

AVERAGE BEAM ANGLE(50%)：196.3°
C0/180,280.6°

Unit：cd

C90/270,111.9°

Luminous Intensity Distribution Diagram

Flux Out: 18.49lm

Height  Eavg，Emax   Beam Angle：111.44° Diameter

Note:The above two figures are tested with ZNSR4-10 in a certain state of the controller SP105E and RGB 
three lights on. Please ask the sales for data of other color temperature or colors

Average Illumination
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

Product accessories

End cap with hole (FREE)
Quantity(10m):3pcs

Screw (FREE)
Quantity(10m):20pcs

End cap without hole (FREE)
Quantity(10m):3pcs

3.5cm installation aluminum 
profile (OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):20sets

Hardware mounting clips 
(OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):20sets

Silicone glue (OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):1pcs

Controller(OPTIONAL)
Quantity(10m):1pcs

Packaging Information

Label the reel; Put the packed static shielding 
bag into carton box;

Seal the carton box; Label the box; Use packing belt to pack. Add 
edge protectors if necessary.

Put reel, accessory bag and 
desiccant together into static 
shielding bag;

Seal and label the static 
shielding bag;

Packaging information

Model No.

ZNSR4-10 10000*12*15 390*390*325 10 10 13.75(1±10%) 16.15(1±10%)

Product Size（mm) Carton Size（mm) Meter/Reel Reel/Carton Net Weight(kg) Gross Weight(kg)

More accessories can be provided according to customer requirements
Multiple controllers for option.

Note: 
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

1

2

2
4

Installation

1.Tools

Cutter LED power supply Electric batch Brush

2.Installation steps

Details of installation operation at input end

Details of installation operation at the end part

Weld the wire to the PCB 
board.

First put some glue inside of 
the plug, then push into the 
tape light

Wipe off the excess glue and 
wait for the glue to solidify.

First put waterproof glue 
inside of the plug, then push 
into the tape light.

Wipe off the excess glue and 
wait for the glue to solidify.
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

Screw the aluminum track to 
the installation position.  

Then slowly press the tape 
light into the aluminum track.

GND for negative 
pole of power supply

GND for negative 
pole of power supply

Wire 
SequenceVCC for positive 

pole of power supply

VCC for positive 
pole of power supply

DAT for data line

CLK for clock signal

The tape light is flatly and 
firmly stuck on the aluminum 
track.

3. Operation details  of installation card

At welding part, note the positive and negative poles of lines and board and the 
corresponding colors on the board; positive to positive and negative to negative

1.

1. The controller is SP105E.
2. SP105E supports controlling with bluetooth and mobile phone APP.
3. Bluetooth remote control distance is 20 m.
4. SP105E can drive up to 2048 pixels.
5. The input voltage of the controller ranges from DC 5V to DC 24V.
6. For additional information, please refer to the SP105E Instruction Manual.

The SP105E recommended load is less than 50m; 

Each connection point must use 10g silica gel, and treat waterproof and 
insulation well;

2.

The screw of installation card must perpendicular to installation surface and be 
fastened, as shown in the right.

3.

Note: 

Note: 

Controller Wiring Diagram

Lighting surface.4.
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

Attentions before installation

Cutting marks are on the PCB and can be seen in the bottom of the product.

The above diagram only shows the correct or wrong way of operation. The product should be based on the actual product.

Note: 

Before installation, check that the product parameters are consistent with the requirements (Seeing product specificationsor 
product labels) 

Load voltage, current, power and power supply should be matched with the product.

Follow the instructions of wiring diagram (first connect the load and then the power supply) to avoid short circuit.

Make sure the correct connection of positive and negative poles between led module and power supply. Otherwise, the light will 
not be on.

Make sure the power cord firmly screwed into the terminal and it should not be pulled out by hands.

The terminal should have insulation,waterproof and anti-corrosive treatment.

Attentions

Cuttable mark Neat and smooth cut Slide a spindle into the roll 
and then place the roll with 
spindle on top of the box 
provided.

Correct usage of products

Gently unroll the fixture 
without excessive force.

No cutting distort No embossing operation Do not twist

Do not repeatedly bending 
This will damage the circuit

Do not wring Do not bend 90° No recessing operation
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LED SILICONE NEON FLEX
ZNSR4-10

Repair should be operated by a qualified technician, if the external circuit or main line of this product is damaged.
The parameters given in this manual are typical values and for reference only.
All illustrations and drawings in this manual are for reference.
This product is subject to change without notice.

LED lighting products belongs to electronic products, please do recycling treatment according to the relevant WEEE directives.

Statements:

Recycling:

Warning

Do not disassemble or retrofit the light. Do not touch the surface of the 
light with a sharp object.

Do not do live-line working during installation,especially for high voltage 
product.

Do not use any organic chemical solvents.

Use neutral glass adhesive to fix this product and it needs to be dried 4 
hours in the open environment after operation.

Treat the ends and the circuit connection points that are not connected 
to the main line with insulation,waterproof, and anti-corrosion in the 
installation.

Use 18AWG (0.75mm2 cross-sectional area) or thicker core wire to 
avoid adverse consequences caused by overheating, if the power cable 
need to lengthen.

Make sure the input voltage meets the requirements and lines are 
connected correctly before lighting on.

This product is for signage, and do not use as general lighting.

Series connection within the max run.

The length of the power cable between the power supply and the led 
strip should not exceed 2 meters.Otherwise, large circuit loss will lead 
to inconsistent brightness.

Installation, maintenance and repair should be operated by a qualified 
technician.

Quick Guide

Problems

All LEDs can 
not light on.

LEDs can not
light on partly.

Brightness of 
LED 
is inconsistent
tor insufficient.

LED flicker.

Automatic power protection 
from the open or short 
circuit in output of the power 
supply. Fix the short circuit problem.

Correctly connection

Check the power supply 
system to fix it.

Replace with more powerful 
power 
Make sure the working voltage of 
the product within ±5% of standard 
voltage, or keep balance by circuit 
power consumption.

Reduce the quantities of the product in 
series connection to meet requirement.

Fix the short circuit problem.

Wrong connection of power 
supply.

Some switching mode power 
supplies are not powered.

Power supply line error.

Mistaken wire connection of 
some of products

Power overloaded.

Connection point fault. Remove bad connection point.

Replace a new power supply.

Please follow the instructions

Power supply circuit
excessive consumption.

Excessive quantities in series 
connection of the product

Switching power supply 
failure.

Wrong Installation or use of
products

Reasons

No electric supply.

Solutions

Common Faults and Troubleshoot

Statements and Recycling

Do not connect the chain to the supply while it is in the packing.
The LEDs are not replaceable.
This lighting chain must not be used without all gaskets being in place.


